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Introduction

Clonality is one of the defining features of the whole
plant kingdom. It underlies a number of functions that
plant species have, from reproduction and competition
to disturbance responses. Although clonality is present
in the majority of plant species in Central Europe (53%),
the importance of clonality in affecting colonization,
persistence, abundance or interactions with other spe-
cies has not been a focus of plant functional ecology.
The international conference on clonality that began
almost 30 years ago with a small meeting in the Neth-
erlands has since provided an important platform for
exchange of ideas and research among ecologists

interested in clonality in plants. The most recent confer-
ence, CLONE 2015, held in Třeboň, Czech Republic
provided the motivation for this special issue.

Research on the biology of clonal plants has
progressed substantially since the first conference, both
by articulating well established topics and by adding
new ones. Still, a number of topics relevant to under-
standing the wide-spread occurrence of clonality in
plants have received little attention. In the collec-
tion of papers included in this special issue on the
ecology of clonal plants, we have included several
papers that explore new ideas that, we hope, will
inspire further research into the role of clonality in
plant ecological strategies.

Clonality at the level of individuals and populations

Most of the papers in this special issue focus on under-
standing clonality at the level of individual plants. They
contribute to the further understanding of the core pro-
cess that makes clonal plants successful in heteroge-
neous environments, specifically the importance of re-
source sharing via connections between ramets. Includ-
ed here are papers describing the role of clonal integra-
tion in plant performance under different conditions
(Portela and Roiloa 2017; Wan et al. 2017; Wang et al.
2017), benefits of ramet connections in response to
nutrient availability (Duchoslavová and Weiser 2017),
with a welcome addition of one of the few studies on
nutrient sharing in a clonal tree (Bretfeld et al. 2017).
Also in this issue are three studies done at the population
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level, which has been rarely explored in studies on
clonal plants. Two examine the demography of clonal
species (Martínková and Klimešová 2017; Scherrer
et al. 2017), and the third evaluates the coverage of
European clonal plants in the first comprehensive data-
base of matrix population models and the quality of data
therein (COMPADRE; Janovský et al. 2017).We expect
that the findings in these papers will stimulate further
discussions about a methodology for studying demog-
raphy in clonal species that is both feasible (e.g. defining
the ‘individual’) and captures key demographic features
that are unique to clonal species (e.g. the capacity to
increase population size through clonal ‘reproduction’).

Clonality at the community level

This issue also includes several papers that focus on the
role of clonality at the community level. The paper by
Vojtkó et al. (2017) provides one of the first in-depth
analyses of within- and between-community patterns of
clonal traits; Gross and Mittelbach (2017) and Lopp and
Sammul (2017) report on the differential effects of nu-
trient addition on clonal species and the impacts this has
for understanding diversity patterns in communities.
The paper by Brooker (2017) focuses on the link be-
tween facilitation and plant clonality, and we hope that it
will spark further research into interspecific relation-
ships with clonal plants. The contributions by
Bartušková et al. (2017) and Filartiga et al. (2017)
provide datasets on clonal traits, a resource that is indis-
pensable both for trait-based analyses of community
assembly and for a better understanding of the evolution
of clonality.

Clonality in microevolution

In contrast to previous special issues from the clonal
conference, we included only a few papers on evolu-
tionary patterns of clonality. This was intentional, as
there is a forthcoming special issue of Evolutionary
Ecology that includes several papers presented at the
CLONE 2015 conference. Here we present two papers
with evolutionary focus: James et al. (2017) evaluate the
genetic diversity of exclusively clonal species for needs
of species conservation; Ahn et al. (2017) present the
epigenetic diversity of Aspen stands, which can be

important for their performance as well as for the evo-
lution of species with low genetic variation.

Concluding remarks

The presentations and discussions at CLONE 2015, as
well as the papers included in this special issue, make it
clear that a number of topics have been neglected that
are important for understanding the biology of clonal
plants and the world-wide occurrence of this mode of
growth. A major challenge of clonal plant biology for
the future is to bring attention to these areas and to
evaluate their importance in relation to rapidly changing
environments. In particular, how prevalent (and impor-
tant) is resource sharing, which is commonly observed
in controlled experiments, to the success of clonal spe-
cies in different environments in the field. Does
clonality promote or limit the evolutionary responses
of species to changing environments? Is this context
dependent? How prevalent are transgenerational effects
and do they promote local abundance but limit long-
term persistence? Finally, we need to broaden the bio-
geographic focus of the study of clonality; much of our
understanding of the importance of clonality in plants
likely stems from research conducted in Central and
Northern Europe. Assessing clonal traits in species from
other regions will help to determine phylogenetic path-
ways in clonally reproducing species. All this can help
us better understand the role of clonality as a dimension
of functional differentiation in plants as a specific life
history strategy, its significance in the world flora and its
relevance for general plant ecology.
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